NOTIFICATION

"DBIA- Design Innovation Centre BHU Innovation Award- AN IDEA TO PRACTICAL REALITY"

(only for Students of BHU)

We are favorably inviting students from your faculty/institute to participate in "DBIA- Design Innovation Centre BHU Innovation Award- An Idea to Practical reality". The most feasible, usable, least time taking in production and innovative idea will be awarded for the financial assistance of Rs. 25000/- (to build prototype) to each faculty/institute (for UG/PG/Research). Last date for the submission of project is Saturday, 8th June, 2019

You may also visit our website www.diciitbhu.com for more information you mail us diciitbhu@gmail.com or Whatsapp 9307627818.

Manish Arora, Ph. D.
Raman Post Doctoral Fellow (USA)
Assistant Professor
Coordinator, Design Innovation Centre (BHU)
08307627818
 diciitbhu@gmail.com
 www.diciitbhu.com
Application Form
“DBIA- Design Innovation Centre BHU Innovation Award- AN IDEA TO PRACTICAL REALITY”
(only for Students of BHU)

1. Title of the Project/ Idea : 

2. Name of Project PI : 

   E-mail ....................................................... Mobile no........................................

3. Mentors Name: ..................................................
   (Any Faculty Member of the Banaras Hindu University)

4. Type of Project/ Idea : Individual ☐ Group ☐ Collaborative ☐

   Name of group members (If group): ..........................................................

   Name of Collaborative Organization (If Collaborative ): ..................................

5. Area of Project/Idea : Agriculture ☐ Art & culture ☐ Energy ☐ Environment ☐
   Health ☐ Language & Computing ☐ Science & Technology ☐ Others (Specify)..................

6. Key Idea of project :

   (upto 30 Words only)

7. Brief of the Project/ Idea :

   (upto 100 words only)

Applicant

(Signature)

Mentor

(Signature)

Director/Dean/HOD/Principal/Coordinator

(Signature)

(For official use) Comments on the project proposal

Project Proposal Number allotted (to filled by DIC):

Note: Please Attached separate sheet for each points, if required.